ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 97

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
One of the most important endeavours of the NII-48’s lay in the development
of moulding solutions for the armour parts.

T

he process itself of moulding armoured steel wasn’t
unusual for the time. For example, moulded turrets
were installed on the French light tank FT17 during
the First World War. Moulding was widely used for
French tanks during the First World War, while in the Second
World War, armoured parts, including larger ones such
as turrets, were used on British and American tanks. For
American vehicles (M3A1 and M4A1) moulding was even
used on the vehicle bodies.

Moulded armour provided less anti-tank resistance than
its rolled equivalent, but larger parts ended up being more
resistant under fire due to an absence of weak spots from
welded areas. The technical process of moulding was cheaper
and could be used where there was a shortage of pressing
or welding equipment necessary for developing parts
from rolled armour. Eventually, moulding enabled different
thicknesses of armour to be developed, strengthening it in
places and making it more pliable in others.
During the war years,
turrets, front girders, driver
hatch covers, machine gun
armour, protective
housings for on-board
transmission boxes and
principal surveillance
equipment for the T-34
tank were produced with
the help of moulding.
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097B
097A

097C

EM

097E

LM

SM

097D

BP

097F

CODE

NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

097A

Right rear fighting compartment wall

1

097B

Support

2

097C

First aid kit

1

097D

Interior light

1

097E

85mm shell E

2

097F

Spring adjuster of main wheel A

2

EM

2.3 x 5mm screw

1 + 1*

LM

2.3 x 4mm screw

7 + 2*

SM

2.3 x 4 x 5mm screw

2 + 1*

BP

1.7 x 4mm screw

5

Press the two 85mm
shells (097E)
into the grooves
of the fighting compartment
wall (097A) as shown in
the drawing. Fix each shell
in place with two BP screws
on the reverse side.

BP BP

097A
097E

097E

5 + 2*
* includes spare

1

090B

LM

Press the supports (097B) into the pair of mounting
racks on the right rear fighting compartment wall
(097A), as shown in the drawing. Fix each support
in place with two LM screws.

LM

097B

SM
091C

097A

LM

2

Press the two spring adjusters of main wheel A (097F)
into the right rear fighting compartment (097A) so
that the pins line up on the corresponding grooves. Fix
the rear spring adjuster on the reverse side using an EM screw
and the front spring adjuster with a LM screw.

7

6

Place the two main wheel support
rods (090B) from stage no. 90,
onto the projecting axle of the
main wheel trunnion (091C and 094C),
positioning them on top, as shown
in the drawing. Fix each of them in place
with an SM screw.

090B

LM
097B

BP BP

SM

094C

090A

Place the two springs of main wheel
(090A) from stage no. 90 onto each
main wheel support rod (090B).

090B

090A

090B

097F
097F
097A
LM

EM

097A
097F

3

Press the first aid kit (097C)
into the outer side of the fighting
compartment wall (097A), as shown
in the drawing. Fix it in place with a BP screw
on the reverse side.

097D

2

BP
097C

097D
097A

097F

082B

097A

4

Insert the two spring adjusters from
the rear side of the interior light (097D)
into the grooves on the upper side of
the fighting compartment wall (097A) as shown
in the drawing.

090A

090A

8

Press the fighting compartment wall (097A) onto
the right chassis B (082B) so that the two springs of
main wheel (090A) slot on top of the spring adjuster
of main wheel (097F). Screw it down to each of the support
arms (097B) with a LM screw.

082B
LM

LM
097B

097B

097A
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
On the upper wheel plate of both the right and left sides of the tank body,
two BDSH-5 smoke canisters are installed, designed for creating smoke screens.

T

he smoke canisters consists of a cylindrical-shaped
metal body, which contains a range of components
that produce a large quantity of smoke when ignited.
On the lateral surface of the canister is an opening
covered by a spring-loaded cap, from which the smoke
is released. On the front side of the canister are handles
for moving it and on one of the front sides there is a vented
plug attached to an electric fuse cable. This vented plug has
an impact fuse thread.

Igniting the fuse can be done with the help of the electric
fuse from the tank’s on-board electricity supply. The lit
fuses can either be jettisoned from the tank or disposed
of onboard. On the T-34-85, T-44 and the SU-100, two
BDSH canisters were attached to the back of the vehicle.
The supporting metal bands of tanks that were manufactured
in the post-war years, were equipped with ignition squibs
which enabled either of the two canisters to be jettisoned
at any time, either one after the other or simultaneously.

The canister weighs
45-48 kilos, ignites in just
30 seconds and releases
smoke for 9-10 minutes.
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098C
098A

CODE

NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

098A

Main wheel inner

1

098B

Tyre

1

098C

Main wheel outer trunnion B left

1

098D

Main wheel inner hinge B left

1

098E

Spring B of main wheel

1

098F

Main wheel spring lower support

1

SM

2.3 x 4 x 5mm screw

1 + 1*

098B
SM

2

Place the main
wheel spring lower
support (098F)
onto the screw pin
on the main wheel
inner hinge B left (098D)
and fix it in place with
a SM screw.

098F
098F

SM

* includes spare
098D

098D
098E

098F

098D

098A
098B

1

Fit the tyre (098B) onto the main wheel inner (098A). Ensure
that the tyre fits evenly around the tyre circumference.

NB: Be sure to keep the main wheel outer trunnion B
left (098C) and the Spring B of main wheel (098E)
in a safe place as you will need them for the next stage.

2

In the next stages
you will finish fitting
the wheels and
the right-hand
suspension.
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
T-34-85 tank personnel who work in the fighting compartment and the cockpit
have special seats.

T

he seats for the driver and the gunner are located
in the cockpit in the lower part of the vehicle. Designwise, they are identical and comprise of a main frame,
back and head supports, armrests and supports
for increasing stability and securing the base to the lower
body of the tank. To recline the chairs, the arm rests must
be tilted and shifted into the openings (three in total) found
in the frame of the chair.
The seats for the commander, driver and gunner
are located in the turret.

The commander’s seat is attached to the race ring grip.
The commander’s seat reclines with the help of two springs
and can swivel.
The gunner’s seat is suspended from three harness belts,
two of which are attached to the race ring grip, while a third
is attached to the gun cradle. The height of the gunner’s seat
can be adjusted by tightening or loosening the belts.
The driver’s seat on the left of the cradle is attached
to the adjustable mounting bracket, which in turn is bolted
to the left trunnion base on the front turret wall.

The driver’s seat can be
height-adjusted to three
different settings. It can be
reclined through
tightening the spring.
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099B

099A
LM

099C

CODE

NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

099A

Main wheel outer

1

099B

Main wheel hub

1

099C

Tyre

1

099D

Large washer

1

099E

Small washer

1

LM

2.4 x 4mm screw

2 + 1*

3

Place the spring B of main wheel (098E), from stage
98, onto the upper track wheel suspension (082D)
on the front part of right chassis A (082A). Put the front
track wheel lower suspension support assembled in stage 98
onto the spring and place the main wheel inner hinge B
left (098D) into the groove on the reverse side of the body.

082C

098E

* includes spare

082C

099E

099D

098F

098D
082A

1

082A

098E

Fit the tyre (099C) onto the main wheel outer (099A).
Ensure that the tyre fits evenly around the tyre
circumference.

4

Place the front main wheel outer trunnion B left
(098C) from stage 98 onto the main wheel inner hinge
B left (098D). Place the small washer (099E) onto the
centre of the support arm and fix it in place with a LM screw.

098D

LM

082A
099A

099E
099C

098C

2

Fit the main wheel outer (099A) onto
the internal main wheel inner (098A) so that
the three pins on the internal wheel slide easily
into the corresponding grooves.

099A

2

098A

082A

099E

098C

5

Press the assembled
wheels into
the external axles
of the main wheel outer
trunnion B left (098C). Press
the large washer (099D) onto
the centre of the wheel and
fix it in place with a LM screw
on top of the washer. Fit the
main wheel hub (099B) onto
the inner rim of the main
wheel outer (099A) in order to
cover the screw.

098C

LM

099D
099A

099B

099A

3
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34-85 turret is installed on the roof of the tank with the help of ball bearings.

T

he ball bearings consist of an angular contact bearing
and rings in the form of the turret race rings. The ball
bearing comprises a lower ring, an upper ring, ball
bearings, separators and grips. The lower and upper
race rings consist of a ring with a horizontal plane and
vertical shoulder. The ball bearings are located on the edges
of the rings on their horizontal surface, while the vertical
shoulders prevent the ball bearings from rotating.
The separator ensures equal distribution of the ball bearings.

The upper ring is bolted to the support ring, which is
welded to the turret body from the inner side. The lower
ring is bolted to the plate on the tank body below
the turret.
Rotating the upper ring of the turret is done by lowering
the ball bearings to the lower ring, which reduces the force
required to rotate the turret. The inner circumference of
the lower race ring has serrated edges, which when locked
forms a gear mechanism for manoeuvring the turret.

Graduation markings can
be found on the lower
ring. The value of one
graduation is equivalent
to ten thousandths (0-10).
The graduations are used
for aiming, targeting and
indirect fire.
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100C

100A

100B

100D

100F

100E
LM

WM

CODE

NAME OF DETAIL

QUANTITY

100A

Idler wheel outer

1

100B

Idler wheel inner

1

100C

Idler wheel hub

1

100D

Idler wheel drive shaft

1

100E

Idler wheel tensioner spring

1

100F

Washer

1

LM

2.3 x 4mm screw

1 + 1*

WM

2.3 x 4 x 6.5mm screw

1 + 1*

3

Fit the assembled wheel onto the idler wheel
drive shaft (100D) ensuring that the internal part
of the idler wheel inner (100B) with five bolt
heads around the central hub is pointing inwards while
the smooth part of the idler wheel outer (100A) is outwards.
Fit the washer (100F) on the centre of the wheel and fix it
in place with a LM screw.

100A

LM

100F

100D

* includes spares

1

Insert the idler wheel drive shaft (100D) into the hole with
the corrugated edge on the upper front part of the right
chassis A (082A). Fit the idler wheel tensioner spring (100E)
onto the drive shaft and fix it in place with a WM screw.

WM

100A

100F

100E

4

100D

100A
082A

Snuggly fit the idler wheel hub (100C) onto the centre
of the external part of the idler wheel outer (100A).

100D

100C

2

Connect the idler wheel outer (100A) with that of
the idler wheel inner (100B) so that the hubs of both
wheels are aligned.

100C

5
100B

Now the wheel can be turned using
its ratchet gears, guiding the wheels
away from the body of the tank
in order to move the tracks, which will be
fitted later.

100A

100B
100A

2

3

